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A BSTRACT

purposes [20]. Most servers instead revert to the most insecure design, monolithic code running with many privileges. It should come
as no surprise that high-impact breaches continue.
New operating system primitives are needed [21], and the best
place to explore candidates is the unconstrained context of a new
OS. Hence the Asbestos operating system, which can enforce strict
application-defined security policies even on efficient, unprivileged
servers.
Asbestos’s contributions are twofold. First, all access control
checks use Asbestos labels, a primitive that combines advantages
of discretionary and nondiscretionary access control. Labels determine which services a process can invoke and with which other
processes it can interact. Like traditional discretionary capabilities,
they can be used to enumerate positive rights, such as the right to
send to the network. Unlike traditional capability systems, however, Asbestos labels can also track and limit the flow of information within system- and application-defined compartments. These
complementary security models are linked by a key observation:
the ability to declassify data in a single compartment is analogous
to possession of a discretionary capability. The resulting system
supports capability-like and traditional MLS [9] policies, as well as
application-specific isolation policies with decentralized declassification, through a single unified mechanism.
Second, Asbestos’s event process abstraction lets server applications efficiently support and isolate many concurrent users. In conventional label systems, server processes would quickly become
contaminated by data belonging to multiple users and lose the ability to respond to anyone. One fix is a forked server model, in which
each active user has a forked copy of the server process; unfortunately, this resource-heavy architecture burdens the OS with many
thousands of processes that need memory allocated and CPU time
scheduled. Event processes allow a single process to keep private
state for multiple users, but isolate that state so that an exploit affects only one user’s data. A group of event processes is almost as
efficient as a single ordinary process. The event process discipline
encourages efficient server construction, and in our experiments,
servers can cache thousands of user sessions with low storage costs.
Measurements on an x86 PC show that an Asbestos Web server
can support comprehensive user isolation at a cost of about 1.5
memory pages per user. Furthermore, although our prototype label implementation impacts performance, an Asbestos Web server
storing isolated data for thousands of users is in some ways competitive with Apache on Unix. Asbestos shows that an OS can support flexible, yet stringent, security policies, including information
flow control, even within the challenging environment of a highperformance Web server.

Asbestos, a new prototype operating system, provides novel labeling and isolation mechanisms that help contain the effects
of exploitable software flaws. Applications can express a wide
range of policies with Asbestos’s kernel-enforced label mechanism,
including controls on inter-process communication and systemwide information flow. A new event process abstraction provides
lightweight, isolated contexts within a single process, allowing the
same process to act on behalf of multiple users while preventing
it from leaking any single user’s data to any other user. A Web
server that uses Asbestos labels to isolate user data requires about
1.5 memory pages per user, demonstrating that additional security
can come at an acceptable cost.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.4.6 [Operating Systems]: Security and Protection—Information flow controls, Access
controls; D.4.1 [Operating Systems]: Process Management; D.4.7
[Operating Systems]: Organization and Design; C.5.5 [Computer
System Implementation]: Servers
General Terms:

Security, Design, Performance

Keywords: labels, mandatory access control, information flow,
event processes, secure Web servers
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I NTRODUCTION

Breaches of Web servers and other networked systems routinely
divulge private information on a massive scale [23, 32]. The kinds
of exploitable software flaws that enable these breaches will persist,
but all is not lost if we design systems that limit the possible impact
of most exploits. A powerful tool to contain exploits is the principle
of least privilege [37], which directs that each system component
should have the minimum privilege required to accomplish its task.
A corresponding policy would prevent a server acting for one principal from accessing data belonging to another principal through
direct or indirect channels. A least privilege policy, enforced by the
operating system at the behest of a small, trusted part of the application, would defang classes of exploits from SQL injection to
buffer overruns, making servers much safer in practice.
Unfortunately, current operating systems cannot enforce least
privilege. Even the much weaker goal of isolating services from one
another (without isolating principal state inside each service) requires fiddly and error-prone abuse of primitives designed for other
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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A PPLICATION G OAL

We evaluated Asbestos by implementing a secure application that
we could not build on current systems, namely a dynamic-content
Web server that isolates user data. Our goal, in a nutshell:
1

Asbestos should support efficient, unprivileged, and
large-scale server applications whose applicationdefined users are isolated from one another by the operating system, according to application policy.

ok-demux

Worker 1

The rest of this section expands and clarifies this goal. Although the
goal refers to server applications, Asbestos mechanisms should aid
in the construction of other types of software. For example, email
readers could use related policies to restrict the privileges of attachments, reducing the damage inflicted by users who unwittingly run
disguised malicious code.
A large-scale server application responds to network requests
from a dynamically changing population of thousands or even hundreds of thousands of users. A single piece of hardware may run
multiple separate or cooperating applications. Examples include
Web commerce and bulletin-board systems, as well as many preWeb client/server systems. Such applications achieve good performance through aggressive caching, which minimizes stable storage
delays. By efficient, then, we mean that an Asbestos server should
cache user data with low overhead. This would be simple if the
cache were trusted, but we additionally want to isolate different
users’ data from one another, so that any security breaches are contained. The Asbestos event process mechanism aims to satisfy this
requirement.
By unprivileged, we mean that the system administrator has
granted the application the minimum privilege required to complete
its job, and this minimum privilege is much less than all privilege.
Thus, the system follows the principle of least privilege.
Users are application-defined, meaning each application can define its own notion of principal and its own set of principals. One
application’s users can be distinct from another’s, or the user populations can overlap. An application’s users may or may not correspond to human beings and typically won’t correspond to the set of
human beings allowed to log in to the system’s console.
By isolated, we mean that a process acting for one user cannot
gain inappropriate access to other users’ data. Appropriate access
is defined by an application policy: the application defines which of
its parts should be isolated, and how. The policy should also support
flexible sharing among users for data that need not be isolated. All
users must trust some parts of the application, such as the part that
assigns users to client connections; since bugs in this trusted code
can allow arbitrary inter-user exploits, we aim to minimize its size.
The application defines the isolation policy, but the operating
system enforces it. The OS should prevent even totally compromised processes from violating the policy; for example, they should
be unable to launder data through non-compromised services and
applications. Thus, isolation policies can restrict information flow
among processes that may be ignorant of the policies. Unfortunately, any system that controls information flow through run-time
checks can inappropriately divulge information when those checks
fail [31]; in effect, kernel data structures for tracking information
flow provide a covert storage channel. We aim to eliminate storage
channels that can be exploited without multiple processes, so that a
later, hardened version of Asbestos can improve security by limiting process creation rates. Section 8 discusses this issue in depth.
In summary, Asbestos must support a form of mandatory access
control, which transitively isolates processes by tracking and limiting the flow of information. Unprivileged applications define their
own isolation policies and decide what information need not be
isolated. Furthermore, OS mechanisms for labeling processes must
support highly concurrent server applications.
These Asbestos ideas achieve full expression in the design and
implementation of the Asbestos OK Web server, a much improved
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Figure 1: Processes of the Asbestos OK Web server. Grey boxes are
trusted. Worker processes contain one event process per user session.

version of the original OKWS for Unix [20]. The server implements a Web site with multiple dynamic workers—one each for
logging in, retrieving data, and changing a password, for example. Each worker is its own process; the ok-demux process analyzes incoming connection requests and forwards them to the relevant worker. Each worker caches relevant user data; caches for
different users are isolated from one another using labels and event
processes. A production system would additionally have a cache
shared by all workers, and Asbestos could without much trouble
support a shared cache that isolated users. We also implemented
SQL database access (table rows are labeled as belonging to particular users) and declassifiers (selected workers that can export user
data to the public). The workers are untrusted, meaning that worker
compromise cannot violate the user isolation policy. Trusted components include the ok-demux process, the ok-dbproxy database interface, and an idd process that checks user passwords, as well as
system components such as the network interface, IP stack, file system, and kernel. Declassifier workers are semi-trusted: a compromised declassifier can inappropriately leak the compromised user’s
data but cannot gain access to uncompromised users’ data. Figure 1
shows this server’s process architecture.
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R ELATED W ORK

Mandatory access control (MAC) systems provide end-to-end enforcement of security policies by transitively following causal links
between processes. Operating systems have long expressed and enforced these policies using labels [9]. Labels assign each subject
and object a security level, which traditionally consists of a hierarchical sensitivity classification (such as unclassified, secret, topsecret) and a set of categories (nuclear, crypto, and so forth). To
observe an object, a subject’s security level must dominate the object’s. For example, a file with secret, nuclear data should only be
readable by processes whose clearance is at least secret and whose
category set includes nuclear. Security enhancement packages supporting labels are available today for many popular operating systems including Linux [25] and FreeBSD [44].
MAC systems generally aspire to achieve some variant of the
∗-property [3]: whenever a process P can observe object O1 and
modify object O2 , O2 ’s security level must dominate O1 ’s. In the
absence of the ∗-property, P could leak O1 ’s contents by writing
it to O2 , leaving O1 ’s confidentiality at P’s discretion rather than
mandatorily enforcing it. Of course, real operating systems do provide some way to declassify or “downgrade” data—for example,
as a special privilege afforded certain users if they press the secure
attention key [17]—but this lies outside the main security model.
Most MAC systems are geared towards military settings, which
require labels to specify at least 16 hierarchical sensitivity classifications and 64 categories [9]. This label format determines what
2

a single process can handle differently labeled data. To implement
a similar structure with virtual machines would require a separate
instance of the operating system for each label.

kinds of policies can be expressed. The fixed number of classifications and categories must be centrally allocated and assigned by a
security administrator, preventing applications from crafting their
own policies with labels alone. Thus, MAC systems typically combine labels with a separate discretionary access control mechanism;
ordinary Unix users and groups might enforce access control within
the secret, nuclear level.
Asbestos labels differ significantly from those of previous operating systems in that Asbestos lets any process dynamically create
label categories, or compartments. Moreover, a process can partially bypass the ∗-property by declassifying information or raising the security clearance of other processes—but only with respect to certain compartments, such as the ones it creates. Asbestos
tracks information flow by dynamically adjusting labels, but a new
event process abstraction lets a single, unprivileged process separately handle data from multiple compartments without accumulating restrictions. As described later, the Asbestos system call interface provides a number of other novel features that facilitate the
use of labels, including temporary voluntary restrictions and split
send/receive labels with different defaults.
The idea of dynamically adjusting labels to track potential
information flow dates back to the High-Water-Mark security
model [22] of the ADEPT-50 in the late 1960s. Numerous systems have incorporated such mechanisms, including IX [28] and
LOMAC [10]. The ORAC model [27] supported the idea of individual originators placing accumulating restrictions on data, somewhat like creating compartments, except that data can still only be
declassified by users with the privileged Downgrader role.
Asbestos labels more closely resemble language-level flow control mechanisms. Jif [31], in particular, was an inspiration for
Asbestos because of its support for decentralized declassification
through separate ownership of different label components. Because
it is a programming language, Jif has the advantage of being able
to perform most of its label checks statically, at compile time. Runtime checks can affect control flow on failure, thereby creating implicit information flows [8]. However, compared to Asbestos, Jif
requires a centralized principal hierarchy and has no equivalent to
split label defaults, which Asbestos uses to support policies such as
preventing one process from talking to another.
Asbestos uses communication ports similar to those of previous
message-passing operating systems [6, 24, 30, 35, 36, 41], some of
which can confine executable content [14], others of which have
had full-fledged mandatory access control implementations [5].
Asbestos uses the same namespace—handles—for both ports and
compartments, allowing labels to emulate a wide range of security
mechanisms from discretionary capabilities to multi-level security.
In theory, capabilities alone suffice to implement mandatory access control. For instance, KeyKOS [18] achieved military-grade
security by isolating processes into compartments and interposing reference monitors to control use of capabilities across compartment boundaries. EROS [39] later successfully realized the
principles behind KeyKOS on modern hardware. Psychologically,
however, people have not accepted pure capability-based confinement [29], perhaps from fear that if just one inappropriate capability escapes, the security of the whole system may be compromised.
As a result, a number of designs have combined capabilities with
authority checks [4], interposition [15], or even labels [16].
Mandatory access control can also be achieved with unmodified
traditional operating systems through virtual machines [11, 17]. For
example, the NetTop project [42] uses VMware for multi-level security. Virtual machines have two principal limitations, however:
performance [19, 46] and coarse granularity. One of the goals of
Asbestos is to allow fine-grained information flow control, so that
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A SBESTOS OVERVIEW

Asbestos IPC resembles that of microkernels such as Mach. Processes communicate using messages sent to ports. A process can
create arbitrarily many ports. Messages sent to a port are delivered
to the single process with receive rights for that port; this is initially
the process that created the port, but receive rights are transferable.
The right to send to a port, however, is determined through label
checks, as described below.
Asbestos messaging is asynchronous and, unusually, unreliable:
the send system call might return a success value even if the message cannot be delivered. There are several reasons for this. For
one, the kernel cannot tell whether a message is deliverable until
the instant that the receiving process tries to receive it, since in the
meantime the process’s labels can change to prevent delivery—or
to allow it. More seriously, given reliable delivery notification, a
process could leak information using careful label changes, for example causing successful delivery to correspond to 1 bits and unsuccessful delivery to 0 bits. However, since only label checks (and
resource exhaustion) will cause messages to be dropped, careful
compartment management—such as our Web server’s—can make
delivery reliable in practice.
Conventional mechanisms such as pipes and file descriptors are
emulated using messages sent to ports; to read a file, for example,
the client sends a READ message to the file server’s port and awaits
the corresponding READ R reply. The protocol messages were inspired by Plan 9’s 9P [34].
When asked to create a port, the kernel returns a new port with
an unpredictable name. This is necessary because the ability to create a port with a specific name would be a covert channel. Therefore, communication is generally bootstrapped using environment
variables that specify the port names services are currently using.
Asbestos contains system calls for allocating, remapping, and
freeing memory at particular virtual addresses, for creating and destroying processes, for creating and dissociating ports, for sending
and receiving messages, for bootstrapping, and for debugging, in
addition to calls supporting label and event process functionality.

5

A SBESTOS L ABELS

Asbestos labels support decentralized compartments that any process can dynamically create and manipulate. In order to allow nonprivileged programs to craft their own MAC security schemes, Asbestos labels combine both mandatory and discretionary access
controls. Asbestos gives a program that creates a new compartment a discretionary right to declassify data in that compartment:
the program can give that right away, making the right similar to
a capability. The program will typically launch other processes,
restricting their labels so that they can reveal data only to processes in the compartment. It may also give the right to declassify
to programs trusted to sanitize data; these programs can then release tainted data outside the compartment. Programs can use the
same discretionary rights to establish identity and integrity, and to
protect the right to send messages to a port—that is, to implement
a send capability.
Three features of the Asbestos label design are particularly important for decentralized compartments. First, a special sensitivity
level, ⋆, represents declassification privilege with respect to a compartment. Second, when sending a message, a process can supply
additionally restrictive discretionary labels on top of the process
3

labels maintained by the kernel; some of these labels are transmitted to the receiving application for possible analysis. Finally,
Asbestos processes have separate send and receive labels with different defaults for future compartments, allowing policies that transitively prevent two processes from communicating without unduly
restricting either process’s ability to communicate with the rest of
the system.

UT: Terminal

U: Shell
User u

FS:
File Server

US ⊑ UT R

US = {uT 3, 1}
U R = {uT 3, 2}

User u
UTS = {uT 3, 1}
UT R = {uT 3, 2}

Users u and v

V: Shell
User v

5.1

Label basics

VS = {vT 3, 1}
V R = {vT 3, 2}

In general, information flow labels form a lattice, a partial order
in which any finite set of labels has unique least upper and greatest lower bounds [7]. The partial order ⊑ determines whether one
label is dominated by another. The least-upper-bound operator ⊔
is used to combine security classes—when a process reads objects
with different classes, for instance. The greatest-lower-bound operator ⊓, unusual in other label systems, is used in Asbestos for
declassification.
In Asbestos, each process P has two labels, a send label PS and
a receive label PR (somewhat analogous to IX’s current and maximum labels). The send label represents the process’s current contamination, the receive label the maximum contamination it is able
to accept from others. To first order, P may send to Q if
P S ⊑ QR ,

Figure 2: Simplified process communication with labels. The file
server is trusted.

5.2

Privacy

We now examine how Asbestos labels can provide privacy through
information flow control, using a simple four-process example: a
trusted multi-user file server, user shells for users u and v, and a
terminal to which user u is logged in. The system’s goal is to allow
user u’s information to pass freely over the terminal while preventing other users’ information from escaping. We first assume that
process labels are assigned out of band; the next section shows how
they are assigned in a decentralized fashion.
Each user needs a security compartment, so we assign each user
u a taint handle uT . The next step is to differentiate processes that
have seen u’s private data from those that have not. We will use
send labels for this purpose, since they track the flow of messages
by raising receivers’ levels with ⊔. We mark the send label of any
process that sees u’s private data by setting uT ’s level higher then
the default of 1. If we choose level 3 for user taints, a process with
PS (uT ) = 1 (the default send level) hasn’t seen u’s data, while a
process with PS (uT ) = 3 has.
Now for receive labels. By default, processes have PR (uT ) =
2. This is below the user taint level of 3, so a process’s receive
label must be explicitly raised, to uT 3, to allow it to receive u’s
data. Raising receive labels makes the system more permissive, so
in Asbestos, it requires special privilege: processes are not free to
raise their receive labels arbitrarily.
Figure 2 shows the resulting system. The shell processes U and
V are tainted with uT and vT (that is, US (uT ) = 3 and V R (vT ) =
3), and their receive labels allow them to receive the data of their
respective users. Any processes they create or communicate with
will have the same characteristics. User u’s terminal, UT, has the
same labels as U. U can send messages to UT, since US ⊑ UT R ,
but V cannot, since VS (vT ) > UT R (vT ), and neither can any other
process that has seen v’s data.

(1)

which means that Q is able to receive messages from processes at
P’s current contamination level, and also that Q is willing to accept
contamination at P’s level. When the message is delivered, Q’s send
label is contaminated by P’s send label, since information flows
from P to Q. Again to first order,
QS ← QS ⊔ P S ,

VS 6⊑ UT R
({vT 3, 1} 6⊑ {uT 3, 2})

(2)

the least upper bound on the two send labels.
Asbestos compartments are named by handles, which are 61bit numbers. Any process can create a compartment with the
new handle system call, which returns a previously-unused handle
and, as explained below, grants the calling process privilege for that
handle. Handle values are unique since boot time. Thus, unlike a
file descriptor value, a given handle value refers to the same handle
in all contexts. The 61-bit namespace is large enough that allocating handles at a rate of 1 billion per second would require 73 years
to exhaust all values. The kernel generates handles by encrypting
a counter with a 61-bit block cipher (derived from Blowfish [38]),
resulting in an unpredictable but non-repeating sequence of values;
the unpredictability closes certain covert channels by concealing
the number of handles that have been created at any given time.
However, handles are not in any way self-authenticating [41]—
simply knowing a handle’s value confers no additional privilege.
Handle privileges are represented by levels, which are members
of the ordered set [⋆, 0, 1, 2, 3]; in send labels, ⋆ is the lowest or
most privileged level, and 3 is the highest or least privileged level.
The default levels lie in between; they are 1 for send labels and
2 for receive labels. The reasons for this difference are explained
below.
A label, then, is just a function from handles to levels. We
write them as functions, and also using set notation, such as
{h1 0, h2 1, 2}; the default level, which appears without a handle at
the end of the list, applies to all handles not mentioned explicitly.
To compare two labels, we compare each of their components:

Discretionary contamination Consider the file server FS in Figure 2. To maintain the system’s information flow properties, the
file server must label files: a process that reads user u’s file must
become tainted with uT 3. (We worry about writes later.) The file
server must be able to taint different users’ processes in different
ways, so it cannot simply use Equation 2 to taint processes.
In Asbestos, the file server can selectively taint messages with
the appropriate handle by providing an optional contamination label CS when sending a message. This label raises the sender’s send
label to a new effective send label ES = PS ⊔ CS . The effective
label, not the true send label, is used to check information flow and
to contaminate the receiver’s send label. Equations (1) and (2) thus
become

L1 ⊑ L2 iff L1 (h) ≤ L2 (h) for all h.
With this ordering, the least-upper-bound and greatest-lower-bound
operators, ⊔ and ⊓, are (L1 ⊔ L2 )(h) = max(L1 (h), L2 (h)) and
(L1 ⊓ L2 )(h) = min(L1 (h), L2 (h)).

ES ⊑ QR and
QS ← QS ⊔ E S .

4

(3)
(4)

change with respect to uT and vT , absent intervention by some
privileged process. Asbestos labels can, however, support a range
of other policies. For example, U R and V R could both be set to
{uT 3, vT 3, 2}, allowing either shell to read either user’s information. Once U reads v’s data, it will lose the ability to send messages
to UT—but, unfortunately, might still be able to convey some information by exploiting covert channels. Following the principle of
least privilege, it is better not to raise U’s receive label if it doesn’t
need access to v’s data, but this policy choice is up to the application designer. Like Figure 2, our Web server sets receive labels to
prevent dynamic taint except where specifically needed.

Since contamination only restricts information flow, it requires no
special privilege; processes can arbitrarily contaminate the messages they send. The default contamination label is {⋆}, which, as
the lowest possible label, adds no additional contamination.
This is our first example of an optional, or discretionary, use of
the label system. The idea is simple: when processes can control
their interactions with the label system—in ways that don’t violate
basic information flow properties, of course—the label system can
implement more security policies, potentially including all access
control interactions needed in an operating system.
The four levels The label assignment above prevents v’s data
from reaching any processes except for an explicitly initialized set,
those with PR (vT ) = 3. But Asbestos’s four levels 0–3, and its
different defaults for send and receive labels, allow other policies
as well. Say, for example, we represent user taint by uT 2, rather
than uT 3. Then U and V could communicate with each other, as
well as with other processes in the system; and we could still prevent privacy violations via UT, by lowering its receive label, to
{vT 1, 2}. UT could communicate with U, but still not with V, since
VS (vT ) = 2; and if U received a message from V, its send label
would rise to vT 2, preventing further communication with UT.
Thus, when user taint uses level 3, the system defaults to denying user-tainted messages, and the compartment manager must explicitly raise the receive level of each process allowed to receive
user data. When user taint uses level 2, the system defaults to allowing communication, and those processes that shouldn’t receive
user data must have their receive labels explicitly lowered. (An application of the latter might be allowing anyone to read a file so
long as they don’t send the contents to the network daemon.) Different send and receive defaults make it easy to select either model,
whereas implementing the latter model in a traditional information
flow system would require changing every label in the system.
This also explains why Asbestos labels have levels 0–3. We need
two levels for send and receive defaults, and levels above and below
each of these defaults. In send labels, 1 usually corresponds to the
absence of taint; 2 to a “partial taint”, as in the latter model, where
most communication remains unimpeded; and 3 to full taint, where
most communication is prevented. Similarly, in receive labels, 3
indicates the right to be tainted arbitrarily; 2 is the default; and
1 prevents communication with any tainted process. 0 is used for
integrity and capabilities, as we’ll see below.
Multi-level policies requiring hierarchical sensitivity classification can be emulated in Asbestos using multiple compartments. For
instance, to support unclassified, secret, and top-secret levels, the
security administrator can use two compartments: one for secret,
s, and one for top-secret, t. A process’s receive label then reflects
its owner’s security clearance: {2} for unclassified, {s 3, 2} for secret, and {s 3, t 3, 2} for top-secret. Similarly, send labels reflect the
highest level of data a process has actually seen: {1} for unclassified, {s 3, 1} for secret, and {s 3, t 3, 1} for top-secret.
Odd label values, such as a send label of {t 3, 1}, are also possible. Though this has no direct mapping to a security level, a process
with such a send label will only be able to send to processes with
top-secret clearance, so the desired information flow properties are
preserved. In general, however, the Asbestos design is streamlined
for large numbers of non-hierarchical compartments rather than traditional, military-style sensitivity classifications. In particular, we
believe that scalability to many compartments is a requirement for
MAC to protect user data in today’s Internet applications.

5.3

Declassification privileges

Asbestos decentralizes declassification using the special ⋆ level: a
process with PS (h) = ⋆ has declassification privilege with respect
to h, or equivalently, is said to control compartment h. This privilege concretely means that other processes cannot contaminate P
with respect to h. Even if P receives a message from a process Q
with QS (h) = 3, PS (h) remains ⋆, the lowest level. P can thus forward data from Q to less tainted processes, thereby declassifying
information with respect to h. In notation, define
(
⋆ if L(h) = ⋆
L⋆ =
3 otherwise.
The contamination step from Equation (4) then becomes
QS ← QS ⊔ (ES ⊓ Q⋆S );

(5)

the ES ⊓Q⋆S

term gives ⋆ levels in QS precedence over contamination
from ES . Only a process itself can remove ⋆ levels from its send
label, using a special variant of the send system call.
In our example, the file server, which is trusted by both users
to store their files, and which should apply a minimal taint to any
file data it returns (rather than being tainted indefinitely high), has
privilege with respect to both uT and vT :
FSS = {uT ⋆, vT ⋆, 1},
FSR = {uT 3, vT 3, 2}.
The receive label allows FS to receive messages tainted arbitrarily
with respect to uT or vT ; but regardless of the taints it receives, its
send label will stay the same for uT and vT .
Decontamination A process initially has privilege for every handle it creates: the new handle system call sets PS (h) = ⋆ for every handle it returns. Since h was previously unused, all other processes start with QS (h) ≥ 1 (the default send level). Normal message exchange with P will not change this situation. However, Asbestos allows a process with privilege to explicitly distribute privilege to other processes, either by forking or using a mechanism
called decontamination. This adds flexibility but, since a privileged
process could already decontaminate and forward data, doesn’t fundamentally change the system’s information flow properties. This
dynamic compartment creation and privilege manipulation differs
from systems such as Jif, which has a fixed hierarchy of users controlling various I/O channels and code.
A process with declassification privilege for handle h can decontaminate other processes’ labels with respect to h by lowering
their send labels and raising their receive labels. This uses two
more optional label arguments to the send system call, namely a
decontaminate-send label DS and a decontaminate-receive label
DR . The decontaminate-send label is used to lower the receiver’s
send label, and the decontaminate-receive label to raise the receiver’s receive label. Both of these operations make the system
more permissive, and thus require special privilege with respect to

Receive labels and dynamic taint Asbestos receive labels limit
the taint that processes may receive, and thus the effects of taint
accumulation. For example, the send labels in Figure 2 will not
5

writes to system files. Setting the network daemon’s send label to
{s 2, 1} then ensures that no process contaminated with data from
the network can overwrite system files.

the handle involved—the privilege represented by ⋆. In notation,
Equations (3) and (5) become
ES ⊑ QR ⊔ DR and
QS ← (QS ⊓ DS ) ⊔ (ES ⊓ Q⋆S ), QR ← QR ⊔ DR .

(6)
(7)

5.5

The system must also check that whenever a decontamination label
might change the receiver’s labels, the sender controls the relevant
compartments: that is, that PS (h) = ⋆ whenever DS (h) < 3 or
DR (h) > ⋆.

5.4

The discretionary verification label can be used to implement many
application-defined security policies, but it is limited in one important way: An application can choose to ignore a message after examining V, but since the message was already delivered (to allow
V to be examined), the application’s labels have already been contaminated with the message’s taint. In general this taint cannot be
undone. Thus, V can flexibly verify integrity but cannot prevent inappropriate contamination. Imagine, for example, a mail reader that
starts an untrusted program to read an attachment. The mail reader
can, and should, accept contamination from other system processes,
such as the file system; but though it needs to communicate with the
attachment program, it doesn’t want to accept contamination from
it. A compromised attachment that develops a high taint should lose
the ability to send to the mail reader.
What is needed is a way to shift a simple form of message filtering into the kernel. Asbestos supports this in a straightforward way
by integrating communication ports with the label system. The result not only prevents undesired contamination but also ends up
providing the semantics of capability-based send rights.
First, the port namespace is the same as the handle value space,
so port names can be used as label compartments. Second, every
port p is associated with a port receive label or port label pR . This
label is used to lower, or restrict, the process’s receive label, but
only for messages delivered to that port. It thus acts like a verification label imposed by the receiver, rather than the sender. For a
message sent to port p, the label check from Equation (8) becomes

Integrity

The file server can thus accept requests from any user without fear
of contamination and can declassify user data as appropriate. Of
course, a useful file server must also implement an integrity policy
to prevent arbitrary processes from overwriting users’ data. An integrity policy can either be mandatory—transitively blocking any
flow of low-integrity data into a user’s files—or discretionary. Let
us first consider a discretionary policy, in which only processes that
speak for user u can write to u’s files, but their writes are free to incorporate data from less trusted sources.
Speaking for u is a positive right, not a taint, and whether a process speaks for u is unrelated to whether or not it has read any of u’s
secret data. We thus need a new compartment to represent speaking for u, represented by uG , user u’s grant handle. A process can
speak for u only if PS (uG ) ≤ 0. Hence, our file server must verify
PS (uG ) ≤ 0 before accepting a write to u’s file from P.
Asbestos supports such integrity checks with a fourth (and final) optional label argument to send, the verification label V. The
verification label temporarily lowers—restricts—the receiver’s effective receive label. Thus, the sender proves with V that its labels
are below a constraint independent of the receive label. Concretely,
the label check from Equation (6) becomes
ES ⊑ (QR ⊔ DR ) ⊓ V.

Capabilities and preventing contamination

ES ⊑ (QR ⊔ DR ) ⊓ V ⊓ pR .

(8)

(9)

The port label furthermore restricts how much a receive label
can be decontaminated. A process that controls a compartment can
grant another process the right to receive tainted messages with DR ,
and simultaneously taint its send label with CS . This idiom is common in practice; our Web server uses it, for example, to contaminate
worker processes with the relevant user taint uT . Some processes,
such as long-running system servers, may want to avoid undesired
taint, however. They do so by setting their port labels to low values
(which prevent contamination). The kernel will reject any message
that attempts to decontaminate a receive label beyond what is allowed by the port label; specifically, it checks that DR ⊑ pR .
Port labels, like verification labels, are entirely discretionary.
Each process solely controls the port labels for all ports for which it
has receive rights, and neither lowering nor raising a port label requires special privilege. Processes supply an initial port label when
creating a port; most often this is {3}, which adds no restrictions
relative to the process’s receive label, but it can be {2} or anything
else. As a convenience, the kernel modifies this port label by setting
pR (p) ← 0 before returning the new port. Since all other processes
in the system initially have PS (p) ≥ 1 (the default send level), no
other process can send to p until P explicitly grants access. However, the set port label system call, which changes a port’s label,
doesn’t modify its input. By resetting the port label to {3} (with no
exception for p itself), the process can allow anyone in the system
to send messages to p, subject only to the process receive label’s
restrictions.

Since ES = PS ⊔ CS , this implies that PS ⊑ V, and for the check
to succeed, the verification label must be an upper bound on the
sender’s send label. Unlike the other optional labels CS , DS , and
DR , the verification label is also passed up to the receiving application when the message is received. Thus, the application knows an
upper bound on the sender’s send label. In our file server example,
a process writing u’s file must supply V = {uG 0, 3} to prove it
speaks for u. The file server, in turn, verifies the process speaks for
u by checking V(uG ) ≤ 0 before accepting a write to u’s file.
An alternative design might eliminate V and just supply message
recipients with a copy of the sender’s send label—in effect, conveying all of a process’s credentials with every message it sends.
However, such designs lead to security problems in which an attacker can trick a process into exercising unintended privileges, a
pitfall known as the confused deputy problem [12]. In our example,
a process that speaks for multiple users must explicitly name the
credentials it intends to exercise for each write.
Level 0 and mandatory integrity The 0 level permits the construction of mandatory integrity policies. For example, a process P
with PS (uG ) = 0 can speak for u, but since 0 is less than the default send level of 1, it cannot further disseminate the privilege: the
minute P receives a message from a process Q that does not speak
for u (QS (uG ) ≥ 1), PS will become tainted and P will lose its ability to speak for u. Thus, P cannot act for Q and relay low-integrity
data into u’s files.
As with secrecy, different defaults in send and receive labels allow targeted exclusion of particular processes. An example is preventing system files from being corrupted from the network. The
file server can allocate a compartment, s, and require V(s) ≤ 1 for

Capabilities The resulting port label system supports capabilitylike send rights. When process P first creates port p, no one else
can send to p. P can grant the right to send to p by decontaminating
another process’s send label with respect to p; that is, it can send
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P, Q
p, h
⋆, 0, 1, 2, 3
L, C, D, V, E

Processes
Ports, handles
Label levels, in increasing order
Labels (functions from handles to levels)

PS
PR
pR

Process P’s send label
Process P’s receive label
Port p’s receive label

L1 ⊑ L2

Label comparison:
true iff ∀h, L1 (h) ≤ L2 (h)
Least-upper-bound label:
(L1 ⊔ L2 )(h) = max(L1 (h), L2 (h))
Greatest-lower-bound label:
(L1 ⊓ L2 )(h) = min(L1 (h), L2 (h))
Stars-only(label:
⋆ if L(h) = ⋆,
L⋆ (h) =
3 otherwise

L1 ⊔ L2
L1 ⊓ L2
L⋆

when all kernel references to a vnode disappear, the kernel may
reuse its memory.
Since a series of label operations accompanies every IPC, the
kernel label implementation has major impact on performance and
memory usage. In our current design, a label points to a sorted array of chunks, each of which is a sorted array of up to 64 vnode
pointers. Since these pointers are 8-byte aligned, their lower 3 bits
are again available for the corresponding levels. Labels are reference counted and updated copy-on-write, so multiple entities can
share label memory when appropriate. Additionally, chunks are reference counted and updated copy-on-write, and multiple labels can
share chunks. Each chunk is marked with the minimum and maximum of its vnodes’ levels, as is each label. This helps optimize
certain common operations; for example, if L2 ’s maximum level is
no larger than L1 ’s minimum level, then L1 ⊔ L2 = L1 by definition.
In the worst case, of course, operations like ⊑, ⊓, and ⊔ are linear
in the size of their input labels. Optimization opportunities remain,
for example when most of label’s handle levels are ⋆, and we plan
to improve the label implementation for future work. The smallest
label is about 300 bytes long, including space for one chunk.

Figure 3: Notation.

send(p, data, CS , DS , V, DR ) // Send message to port p
Let Q be the process with receive rights for p
Let ES = PS ⊔ CS
Requirements:
(1) ES ⊑ (QR ⊔ DR ) ⊓ V ⊓ pR
(2) If DS (h) < 3, then PS (h) = ⋆
(3) If DR (h) > ⋆, then PS (h) = ⋆
(4) DR ⊑ pR
Effects:

6

Labels alone don’t work well for processes that handle multiple
users’ private data. To avoid accumulating contamination, such processes would have to be trusted with declassification privilege by
each relevant user, leaving them over-trusted and vulnerable. Existing OS abstractions are no help. On the one hand, user-level threads
are efficient but share an address space, and therefore do not provide isolation. On the other, forking a separate process per user
provides isolation, but may have low performance due to operating system overheads, such as memory. What’s needed is a new
abstraction that combines the performance benefits of cooperative
user threads with the isolation benefits of forking new processes.
Many efficient servers [20, 33, 43, 45] use an implementation
pattern that suggests a solution to this problem. All server work is
driven by a simple event-driven dispatch loop:

Grant DS and contaminate with ES ,
but preserve QS ’s ⋆ handles

QS ← (QS ⊓ DS ) ⊔ (ES ⊓ Q⋆S )
QR ← QR ⊔ DR
new port(L)
Let p be an unused port
Effects:
pR ← L
pR (p) ← 0
PS (p) ← ⋆
Return p

set port label(p, L)
Requirement:
P has receive rights for p
Effect:
pR ← L

while (1) {
event = get next event();
user = lookup user(event);
if (user not yet seen)
user.state = create state();
process event(event, user);
}

Figure 4: Label operations associated with three Asbestos system calls.
P is the calling process.

Q a message with DS = {p ⋆, 3}. Q can then further redistribute
that send right. Note that it is primarily the port receive label, pR ,
rather than the process label, PR , that prevents arbitrary processes
from sending to p. A process can create many ports with different
receive labels and, just like capabilities, separately distribute the
right to send to each port.

5.6

E VENT P ROCESSES

This arrangement is efficient, since only one process is involved,
and there is little space overhead beyond the minimum memory
required to hold each user’s state. The missing piece is a way to
isolate the state of different users, and to ensure that the process’s
labels are set correctly while executing on behalf of each user.

6.1

Summary and implementation

The event process abstraction

An Asbestos event process abstracts the notion of a subset of process state belonging to a single user. As with processes, the kernel restricts an event process’s privileges while it handles incoming
messages for a user, and isolates different event processes’ state;
but as with user-level threads, event processes limit concurrency
and impose low space and scheduling overheads. Each event process is associated with one conventional base process, from which
its initial state is drawn. The event process’s kernel state consists
only of a send label, a receive label, receive rights for ports, and
a set of private memory pages, plus some bookkeeping information, altogether occupying 44 bytes of Asbestos kernel memory. For
comparison, Asbestos’s minimal process structure takes 320 bytes.

Figure 3 summarizes the notation developed in earlier sections, and
Figure 4 gives the final versions of the label operations associated
with the send, new port, and set port label system calls.
In user space, a label is represented as an array of handle values
plus a default level. A 64-bit number can represent a label entry:
the upper 61 bits are the handle value, the lower 3 bits encode its
level in that label.
In kernel space, each active handle corresponds to a 64-byte data
structure called a vnode. For port handles, this structure includes the
port label and a reference to the process with receive rights. A hash
table maps handle values to vnodes. Vnodes are reference counted;
7

The code for a typical event process-based server resembles the
event-driven dispatch loop above:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

though this cannot store state between messages, it does avoid accumulating taint.
An event process has all the power of an ordinary process to
restrict its labels, for example to reflect the fact that it is processing
a specific user’s private data. In the multi-user file server example
in Section 5.2, the file server would end up contaminating an event
process’s send label with the user’s uC handle, correctly reflecting
that just the event process was contaminated.
The base process does not explicitly create event processes, nor
does it know of their existence. In fact, once it calls ep checkpoint,
the base process never executes again in user space, and there is no
way to change its memory. Different event processes are also unaware of each other’s existence except possibly through messagebased communication, preserving the independence and isolation
represented by per-event process labels. We plan for future work
to investigate mechanisms for event processes to selectively share
memory, subject to label checks.

ep checkpoint(&msg);
if (!state.initialized) {
initialize state(state);
state.reply = new port();
}
process msg(msg, state);
ep yield();

Intuitively, many event process entities now share the event loop,
each with its own isolated state. The two ep system calls manage
control flow transfer between events. The single “state” variable
refers to a different user in each event process.
When the base process first calls the ep checkpoint system call,
it enters the event process realm, and the base process itself will
never run again. The process is de-scheduled until a message arrives on a port for which the base process, or any of its event processes, holds receive rights. The kernel then schedules an event process to receive that message. If a particular event process holds receive rights for the relevant port, then ep checkpoint returns in that
event process’s context, restoring its private labels, receive rights,
and memory. If, on the other hand, the base process holds the port’s
receive rights, the kernel creates a new event process and returns
in that event process’s context. The event process starts with send
and receive labels copied from the base process’s labels, no receive
rights, and no private memory pages.
When ep checkpoint returns a message in an event process’s
context, the label contamination and declassification rules are applied to that event process’s labels. The kernel makes event process
memory writes private by marking all shared pages copy-on-write,
and an event process gets receive rights for any ports it creates.
After it finishes processing its message, the event process calls
the ep yield system call. This call saves any changes to the event
process’s labels, receive rights, and memory and then suspends
the whole process, just as when the base process first called
ep checkpoint. No event process will run until another message
is available for delivery.
Event processes often make temporary modifications to memory that are useful only for the current event. To keep the kernel
from saving such memory modifications across ep yields, an event
process can call ep clean to revert a specified memory range to
the base process’s state. An event process frees all its resources,
including its kernel-maintained state, with the ep exit system call.
Event processes can execute most system calls, including sending and receiving messages, allocating memory, and so forth. Event
processes’ execution states, unlike their memory states, are not isolated: an event process may block indefinitely in recv, blocking the
entire process, or even exit via the process-wide exit system call.

6.2

Implementation

Event processes are efficient for two reasons. First, the kernel
scheduling cost is little higher than that of a single process, even
with many event processes. Second, the memory overhead of an
event process can be as low as a single page of memory—to hold
the event process’s user-level state—plus a few hundred bytes of
kernel state.
While event process memory acts like a copy-on-write copy of
the base process’s memory, the implementation is optimized for
event processes that modify very little memory. The memory state
of each dormant event process includes just a list of modified pages
and the modified pages themselves. That is, event processes do not
keep their own page tables. A running event process borrows the
base process’s page table data structure in the kernel, changing it in
exactly those places that differ.
Typically, programs scatter users’ data across the stack in addition to various places on the heap. This would lead to a relatively
large number of pages that are unnecessarily specific to each event
process. Some of these pages merely hold temporary variables, others must persist across the processing of several messages. Storing
the non-temporary data in a contained data structure on the heap
can minimize the number of persistent pages required. This data
management technique is much more natural in event-driven programming, which the event process system calls symbiotically encourage. Thus, event processes tend to use minimal private memory, and the optimization of only storing page table differences is
profitable in practice.

7
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The Asbestos Web server is based on the OKWS system for
UNIX [20]. In the original OKWS design, a demultiplexer, okdemux, accepts each incoming TCP connection and parses its
HTTP headers to determine what service the remote client is requesting. It then hands the connection off to a worker process specialized for providing that service. OKWS’s goal is to isolate services, so that one compromised service cannot affect others. Like
its UNIX predecessor, OKWS on Asbestos also isolates services
in different worker processes, but it additionally enforces user isolation within workers via event processes: a compromised worker
cannot leak one user’s information to other users.

Usage Messages delivered to a base process handle typically correspond to the advent of new client processes or new client network connections, exactly the situations in which it is appropriate
to create a new event process. An event process can tell it is new
by checking and setting a memory location that the base process
initializes to zero; a new event process inherits the zero, while a
re-activation of an existing event process will see its previous nonzero write to that location. A new event process will typically allocate itself a new port on which to receive messages, as in line 4 of
the above code sample. The system ensures that messages to this
port will be delivered to the current event process, which can thus
send queries to file or database servers on behalf of the current user
and later receive any replies. For some applications, newly created
event processes might exit immediately without creating a handle;

7.1

Startup

OKWS is started by a launcher process. The launcher spawns okdemux, site-specific workers requested by the site operator, and two
other processes seen in Figure 1, idd and ok-dbproxy. The processes
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1. u’s TCP connection

8.

netd

Gr

tu

W

2. Grant uC ⋆

5. Grant uT ⋆

3. Lookup UN/PW
idd

ok-demux

8. Event process W[u] makes a new port uW and grants it to netd
at level ⋆. It then reads u’s request by sending read requests to
netd’s port uC , yielding, and reading netd’s replies to uW upon
wakeup. After reading and parsing u’s entire request, the event
process formulates a reply and writes it to uC .

an

⋆;

6. Grant uC ⋆, uG ⋆,
Contaminate uT 3

rea

d/w

rite

Worker W

9. W[u] calls ep exit.

4. Grant uG ⋆, uT ⋆
7. Create W[u]

We briefly argue that the worker W[u] can communicate with u
as intended. W[u]’s send label is contaminated with uT 3 in Step 6,
but netd’s receive label was changed in Step 5 to accommodate that
contamination. Consequently, the kernel will allow W[u] to send
data over uC to netd and across the network to u.
The security of the protocol comes because any process or event
process that accesses u’s data either is trusted and has uT ⋆ in its
send label, or is not trusted and has uT 3. In this example, netd, idd
and ok-demux have uT ⋆, but we assume them uncompromised (see
Section 7.8 for further discussion). The event process W[u] and its
descendents have had the opportunity to see user u’s private data,
and therefore have uT 3 in their send labels. All other processes,
such as those working on behalf of a different user v, cannot receive messages from W[u] or its descendents, and therefore cannot
receive u’s data. Even if such data theft were possible, netd would
not allow its traffic over the network: any process with {uT 3, vT 3}
in its send label cannot send data to uC due to that port’s port label
restrictions.
Note that while the kernel enforces security policies that isolate user data flows from one another, OKWS’s concept of user is
opaque to the operating system. Having declassification privilege
for an OKWS user’s handle, such as uT , implies nothing about access to sensitive system resources, such as the kernel disk image or
the system password file. An Asbestos application like OKWS has
no need for “superuser” access, with all of its attendant dangers.

Figure 5: OKWS message flow for handling user u’s Web request.

exchange and inherit handles to establish the communication paths
seen in the diagram.
The ok-demux must be certain that it is communicating with the
worker processes that the launcher started and wants to avoid trusting workers to identify themselves correctly. Thus, the launcher
grants a process-specific verification handle to each process it
starts. The ok-demux collects these handle values from the launcher.
When a worker identifies itself to the ok-demux, it must provide a
verification label V containing its verification handle at level 0, allowing the ok-demux to verify that it speaks for the relevant process.
Other designs, such as having the launcher mediate initial communication with the workers, would also be possible.
In the current prototype, a process crash would necessitate a
restart of the whole process suite, though a more mature version
of launcher could restart dead processes (as in OKWS on Unix).

7.2

Basic connection handling

We now describe the data path of a simple Web request to OKWS
running on Asbestos; Figure 5 shows the steps. When a user u
makes an HTTP connection:
1. The user-level network server netd accepts incoming TCP packets from the network. Once netd has accepted u’s connection, it
allocates a new port uC to act as a “socket” to which processes
can send READ and WRITE messages. The port label, uC R , is
set to {uC 0, 2}, so that no process can initially send to it. Section 7.7 describes netd further.
2. As it started up, ok-demux registered with netd to listen for incoming TCP connections on the machine’s Web port. Therefore,
netd notifies ok-demux of the new connection by granting it uC
at level ⋆.
3. ok-demux reads network data from u over port uC until it can
authenticate u. Currently, OKWS uses a simple username and
password pair, though more sophisticated handshakes are possible. It sends u’s username and password to OKWS’s identity
server, idd, which is described in Section 7.4.
4. If u provided a valid login, idd grants ok-demux two handles
corresponding to u, a taint handle uT and a grant handle uG ,
both at level ⋆. These handles function like the similarly-named
handles in Section 5.
5. ok-demux grants uT ⋆ to netd, which then raises its receive label
to contain uT 3 and raises uC R to {uC 0, uT 3, 2}. These changes
allow uT -tainted data to escape over the network, but only via
uC . From now on, netd will respond to all messages on uC (such
as READs) with replies contaminated with uT 3.
6. When ok-demux read TCP payload bytes from netd in Step 3,
it also noted which service u is requesting. If this service exists, ok-demux forwards uC to the worker W that provides the
service, simultaneously contaminating W’s send label with uT 3
and granting it uG ⋆.
7. Worker W returns from ep checkpoint into a new event process
W[u], receiving uC ⋆, uG ⋆, and the contamination uT 3.

7.3

Web sessions

Since HTTP is stateless, many Web servers support storage of session data that persists over multiple HTTP connections. OKWS can
securely store per-user server-side state with simple additions to the
above protocol. When supporting sessions, the ok-demux process
stores a table of all recently active user-worker pairs. In Step 6, if
user u requests service from worker W, ok-demux looks in this table
for a port to the event process W[u]. If it finds such a port, it forwards uC directly to W[u]. If it does not, it forwards u’s connection
as normal, causing a new event process to be forked. When the new
event process allocates port uW in Step 7, it grants it to ok-demux,
which then inserts it into its session table for future use.
The worker event process writes session data to memory as normal. To preserve this state across connections, it must call ep yield
instead of ep exit in Step 9. Because ok-demux sends u’s requests
for W directly to W[u], those requests will see any previous changes
to session state. At the end of the event loop, event processes should
typically call ep clean before yielding to discard all pages modified since the checkpoint that do not hold session data; this will
typically include the stack. When a user u’s session times out or
u explicitly logs off, u’s worker event processes call ep exit and
ok-demux cleans u’s user-worker pairs out of its session table.

7.4

Managing identities

In Steps 3 and 4, the ok-demux verifies user u’s login credentials
by querying an identity server idd. This server associates persistent
user identification data, such as username, user ID, and user password, with the more temporary grant and taint handles uT and uG .
When idd answers a successful login query in Step 4, it either generates new uT and uG handles (if u has not logged in recently), or
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But user u may want to share some data with v, such as his public profile. That is, user u sometimes needs to declassify his private
data for public access.
OKWS supports semi-trusted declassifiers for this purpose. A
declassifier D within OKWS is a worker like any other, except
that the launcher tells ok-demux of its declassifier status. When okdemux hands a connection off to a declassifier worker D in Step 6, it
grants D the handle uT ⋆ instead of contaminating it with uT 3. With
uT at ⋆, the worker D has the privilege to declassify data marked
with user u’s taint. Thus, when D contacts the database to SELECT
u’s private data, ok-dbproxy’s response does not affect D’s send label. The declassifier can now write declassified data to the database,
providing a verification label of uT ⋆ to prove it has this right. Internally, ok-dbproxy flags a data row as declassified by setting its user
ID entry to zero. When ok-dbproxy reads data with zeroed user IDs
back out of the database, it does not apply any contamination, and
user v’s worker process can safely read u’s declassified data out of
the database without affecting its send label. This declassification
is decentralized, since it does not directly involve idd, the creator
of handle uT . Furthermore, the D[u] event process is trusted only by
u; it cannot declassify any other user’s data, since ok-demux only
granted it uT ⋆. An attack on a declassifier worker can expose more
of u’s data than intended, but cannot otherwise affect the system’s
information flow.

returns cached uT and uG handles if available. In the current implementation, idd stores user information in a relational database (see
Section 7.5) and never cleans its cache. The identity server has special access through ok-dbproxy to this password database, which
other processes such as workers cannot access directly. Thus, the
lookup in Step 3 will result in a database query per first-time login.

7.5

Database interaction

Asbestos offers preliminary database support to worker processes
through a port of the Unix package SQLite [40]. A separate process called ok-dbproxy interposes on all OKWS database accesses,
converting Asbestos labels and security policies to data types and
functions native to standard SQLite. With database access, OKWS
can extend its label-based security policy to one that persists across
system reboots. In our current implementation, ok-dbproxy is both
privileged and trusted: it is trusted to contaminate and check labels
to ensure secrecy and integrity respectively, and is privileged in that
idd grants it all user taint handles at level ⋆.
ok-dbproxy adds a “user ID” column to the table definition of
every table accessed by OKWS workers. The workers themselves
cannot access or change this column. When ok-dbproxy receives
INSERTs, UPDATEs, or other SQL queries that write to the
database, it first checks that the request came with a valid username
u and a verify label V bounded above by {uT 3, uG 0, 2}. This verify label conveys two important facts. First, the sender’s send label
does not contain handles other than uT at level 3, and therefore the
sender has not been contaminated by any data aside from his own.
Second, because the verify label contains uG at level 0, the sender
was granted the ability to write data for u, either by idd or one of
its proxies (i.e., ok-demux). After approving the given verify label,
ok-dbproxy queries idd to affirm the binding between user u and the
two handles uT and uG . If all checks pass, ok-dbproxy rewrites u’s
request so that every row written will have u’s user ID in the private
“user ID” column.
Whenever a worker process fetches data from the database via
SELECT, the ok-dbproxy process reapplies the appropriate contamination to returned rows. If a row’s user ID column contains
u’s ID, then ok-dbproxy returns the row’s data contaminated with
uT 3; it queries idd for uT if it does not have this mapping in cache.
Each row is returned as a separate message with a separate taint,
and to finish the request, ok-dbproxy sends an untainted message
indicating that all data has been returned. Since each worker’s receive label is limited to receiving at most one user’s taint, a worker
will receive only rows meant for its user, and cannot tell how many
other rows were sent. A more relaxed policy could allow workers
to be tainted with multiple users’ data; but like any dynamic tainting mechanism, this would open a storage channel to the database
through worker process labels.
Our current prototype retrofits a standard database with a subset
of Asbestos’s security features; for instance, rows can only be contaminated with one handle. We envision future database systems
built specifically for Asbestos that incorporate labels and event processes in a deeper way.

7.6

7.7

Network server

All access to the network in Asbestos is through one process, netd,
which implements the TCP/IP stack (using a port of LWIP [26]),
manages network devices (using a version of Intel’s Linux driver
for the E1000 gigabit card), and creates connections for other processes. As the single interface to the network, netd has a privileged
role and must properly apply restrictions to connections it manages.
An application can send a message to netd to request a outgoing
connection to a remote host or to listen for incoming connections.
In either case, netd wraps a new connection with an Asbestos port,
which it grants at level ⋆ to the requesting application. Once a process has a port to an open connection, it may perform READ and
WRITE operations to transfer data, CONTROL operations to close
the connection or change the low-water mark, and SELECT operations to determine available buffer space. On a listening socket,
a process may perform READ operations to accept incoming connections and CONTROL operations to close the socket. In order to
apply labeling to network connections, netd optionally maintains a
taint handle for each connection. When a process tells netd to add
a taint handle to a connection, later messages sent in response to
operations on that connection will be contaminated with the taint
handle at level 3. In OKWS, for example, netd contaminates all
data read from user u’s connection with uT 3 at ok-demux’s behest.

7.8

Trust and privilege in OKWS

Currently, all OKWS components are trusted and/or privileged except for the worker processes. We claim that for typical Web sites,
the worker processes correspond to the most vulnerable and errorprone parts of the computing base. They are vulnerable because
they read, write, store and manipulate sensitive data both from the
network and from the database. They are error-prone for several
software engineering reasons. First, worker code typically does not
face external code audit, both because it varies greatly from site to
site and because many sites’ intellectual property controls discourage this practice. Second, load on Web sites can fluctuate wildly:
with unexpected load spikes come emergency performance fixes
that can accidentally circumvent security mechanisms. Third, large
Web sites can run hundreds of thousands of lines of Web code,

Decentralized declassification

Finally, the OKWS prototype supports decentralized declassification. As stated above, if any process, such as user v’s worker event
process, wishes to read user u’s data from the database, the database
will contaminate the response with uT 3. User v’s event process
will fail to receive this message, since its receive label is not high
enough. Even if it were to receive the message, its send label would
be too contaminated to send data back to v over the connection vC .
10

and since writing Web service code that functions correctly (produces the correct result for honest users) seems simple, it is often
assigned to junior programmers without stringent oversight. Experience has shown, however, that writing secure Web services is
challenging indeed. We believe securing Web applications with automatic, kernel-enforced mechanisms to be a significant step for
Web security.
In the future, we plan to move more OKWS components out of
the trusted or privileged computing base. For instance, netd could
be decomposed into a simple trusted and privileged component
and an event-process-based workhorse. The trusted front end would
classify incoming packets and firewall outgoing packets based on
discretionary label rules; it would therefore be privileged with respect to all handles uT , as netd is now. It would forward packets,
once classified, to the appropriate event processes of an untrusted
netd back end, which would manage the specifics of TCP buffering
and flow control. Each back-end event process would be contaminated with respect to the user on whose behalf it speaks, much
like worker processes in the current system. Similarly, the database
might be decomposed into a trusted, privileged indexer, and an
event-process-based back end that would manage caching and stable storage.
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construct two untainted processes, B0 and B1 , both of which repeatedly send heartbeat messages to C. By sending a message that
contaminates process Bi , A can communicate the value i to C. Such
storage channels are inherent to any system with run-time checking
of dynamic labels [31].
Both of the above channels require at least two processes, which
means they can be mitigated by restricting the ability to fork.
This illustrates one advantage of the event process abstraction as
compared to a more traditional one-label-per-process architecture.
Event processes reduce concurrency, thereby also reducing the
number of send labels and program counters available as storage
channels at any given time.
Other Asbestos kernel data structures have been carefully designed to avoid exploitable storage channels. Handles are generated by incrementing a 61-bit counter, which is a storage channel.
However, since the kernel encrypts the counter value to produce
handles, the user-visible sequence of handles does not convey exploitable information.
The current implementation still has several other storage channels we intend to close or limit, but we believe these can be mitigated without affecting the claims of the paper. In particular, Asbestos does not yet deal gracefully with certain forms of resource
exhaustion.

C OVERT C HANNELS

9

Asbestos labels prevent processes from explicitly transmitting
sensitive information to unauthorized parties. However, supposedly isolated processes can still communicate information through
covert channels. Our goal is not to eliminate covert channels—an
impossible task—but rather to make it significantly harder to leak
information than on systems used as Internet servers today. While
high-grade military systems are required to quantify the rates of all
covert channels, for Asbestos we content ourselves with enumerating the channels.
Broadly speaking, covert channels can be categorized as either
timing or storage channels. A process A conveys information to B
with a timing channel if it modulates its use of system resources
in a way that observably affects B’s response time. For instance, A
might flush the processor cache or cause the disk arm to be moved
farther from a subsequent request. We are less concerned with timing channels than with storage channels, as to some extent timing
channels can be mitigated by limiting processes’ ability to measure
time precisely [13]. (Asbestos offers no such feature, however, and
the problem admittedly becomes harder in the presence of network
communication.)
Storage channels are caused by any state that can be modified
by process A and observed by B when A is not supposed to transmit
information to B. It was a goal to avoid storage channels that could
be exploited within a single process, so that at least two cooperating
processes are required to communicate information in violation of
a label policy.
The Asbestos design contains two inherent storage channels, the
program counter and labels. The ep yield system call potentially
affects the program counter of a differently tainted event process
by causing it to run. Two colluding, identically-labeled event processes can transmit a bit of information by the order in which they
call ep yield if the next scheduled event processes have lesser taint.
This channel is roughly equivalent to the covert channel intentionally included by the drop-on-exec feature of IX [28].
The send system call potentially raises the value of the recipient’s send label to an unanticipated value. This is also a storage
channel, as labels can be observed through lack of communication.
Consider a tainted process A attempting to communicate a bit of
sensitive information to an untainted process C. An attacker might

E VALUATION

The goal of this section is to show that OKWS on Asbestos provides a useful level of performance. First, we show the amount of
additional memory required to support user isolation in OKWS is
small. We then compare OKWS’s throughput and latency to that
of Apache running on Linux. A prototype OS like Asbestos can
hardly be expected to compete with mature, well-tuned systems
like these. Our experiments nevertheless show OKWS on Asbestos
can already compete with these systems for some scenarios—and
indicate fertile ground for future performance improvements.
The performance measurements were conducted on a gigabit local network with a Linux HTTP client generating requests. The
Asbestos server is a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 with 1GB of RAM, but Asbestos currently only uses 256MB of RAM. Our experiments made
as few file system accesses as possible; we disabled all Web access
logging and ran all databases in memory.

9.1

Memory use

In Section 6, we argued the merits of event processes over more
traditional fork-accept designs. Our hypothesis was that each additional protection domain might consume only one additional page
of memory. Our measurements roughly support this claim.
Web sites often cache dynamic data to lighten database load
and to avoid latency. As discussed in Section 7.3, OKWS uses
event processes to cache dynamic data while maintaining isolation
among users. An event process persists over the lifetime of a Web
session, which typically spans multiple HTTP connections. At the
end of an HTTP connection, the worker uses ep clean to release
all memory allocated, except for the session data. A cleaned event
process, with just session data, is called a cached session. An event
process that is processing an HTTP request uses more memory than
a cached session, since it stores temporary variables and buffers;
such an event process is called an active session. A typical Web
server has many more cached sessions than active ones.
Our experiments measured the amount of allocated memory after creating different numbers of Web sessions, including space for
kernel data structures. In all of our memory measurements, we ran
OKWS with one toy Web service, which stores data from a user’s
11
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Figure 6: Memory used by active and cached Web sessions as a function of the number of sessions. Includes all memory allocated by both
kernel and user programs.
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Figure 7: Throughput for various numbers of cached sessions in
OKWS, compared with Apache and Mod-Apache.
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HTTP request and returns it to the user in the subsequent request.
The size of the response is about 1K.
The system uses approximately 1.5 4KB pages per cached session, as seen in Figure 6. One complete page is due to state
maintained in the worker’s event process. The remainder of the
memory is for kernel data structures—event processes, labels, and
handles—as well as potentially memory in other user processes,
such as netd. The memory required for kernel data structures is
around twice as much as we expected, probably due to internal
fragmentation or a small memory leak.
To determine the memory cost of active sessions, we repeated
the previous experiment but modified the worker so that it does not
ever unmap memory, call ep clean or call ep exit. This method
produces worst-case behavior, capturing the maximum amount of
memory consumed by our simple worker. The experiment shows
that an additional eight pages of memory are used by each active
session. Two of those pages are stack and exception stack pages,
one is for the event process’s message queue, and the remaining
five comprise the modified heap and pages with modified global
variables.

9.2
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Figure 8: The median and 90th percentile latencies of requests to various server configurations.

performance; for Mod-Apache 16 concurrent connections was the
sweet spot. Asbestos’s network stack is based on LWIP [26], which
was chiefly designed to conserve resources and does not offer
good performance under load; sixteen concurrent connections gave
maximum throughput. For OKWS, we then varied the number of
cached sessions in the system. In all tests, the server responded
with 144 bytes of HTTP data, 133 bytes of which were in headers.
Larger responses only exercise the network stack.
Since OKWS isolates users, they were authenticated and run in
different event processes as usual. We measured performance with
the session support described in Section 7.3: once authenticated to
the system, future requests were serviced by the event process created in the authentication step. The OKWS throughput results thus
contain data both for forwarding messages to existing event processes and for creating new event processes, which is slower—it
involves communication with the database and some kernel overhead. In our benchmark, for 1000 user sessions and more, each
user connected to its session exactly four times; a workload with
a different ratio of new sessions to existing sessions would perform somewhat differently. Because the number of sessions affects
the size of labels on some components, we expect performance to
change with the number of cached sessions. Neither Apache nor
Mod-Apache isolates users, so no attempt to authenticate them is
made in this test.
Figure 7 shows that, with one session, OKWS performs better
than Apache, and a bit over half as well as Mod-Apache. OKWS
performs better than Apache until somewhere over one thousand
sessions are cached in the system, but even with 10,000 separate
event processes, each holding isolated memory state, it performs
approximately half as well as Apache. Section 9.3 further discusses
the factors that reduce OKWS’s performance as sessions increase.

Web server performance

We examined two aspects of Web server performance: throughput and latency. In these experiments, we tested an even simpler
Web application, which simply responds with a string of characters whose length depends on the client’s parameters. We compared
OKWS on Asbestos to the Apache Web Server, version 1.3.33 [2]
(which outperformed version 2.0.54 in our tests). We implemented
our test application both as a standard CGI process, written in C,
and as an Apache module written in C [1]. In both cases, Apache
keeps a pool of pre-forked processes to answer requests. Apache
with CGI processes additionally forks and executes the CGI binary
for each request. Apache with the module version of the service,
which we call “Mod-Apache”, does not fork for each request. ModApache is efficient but provides no isolation. Apache with CGI processes does provide some isolation, but at a significant cost when
compared to Mod-Apache, since each request is handled in a forked
process. However, at least in its default configuration, Apache does
not run CGI processes in a chroot jail, so if the CGI is exploitable,
any vulnerabilities exploitable by a UNIX user on the system are
accessible. In contrast, as discussed previously, OKWS provides
isolation both between services and between users within a service.

9.2.2 Latency
This section compares the per-request latency of OKWS on Asbestos with Apache and Mod-Apache. Stuck with low-concurrency
Asbestos, we measured the latency of all three servers with a
concurrency of only four simultaneous connections. Mod-Apache,
which processes each request within a single process, responds to
most requests with very low latency. This is to be expected of a
server that can handle Web requests with simple library calls. Un-

9.2.1 Throughput
To test throughput for OKWS relative to Apache and Mod-Apache,
we first varied concurrency to maximize completed connections
per second. For Apache, 400 concurrent connections maximized
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like Mod-Apache, Apache with CGI pays performance penalties
for forking and IPC, responding to most requests with three to five
times the latency. As shown in Figure 8, OKWS with one user has a
smaller median latency than Apache, as well as a smaller variance.
Scheduling affects OKWS to a lesser extent because there is no
parallelism for requests to choose from. All requests must sequentially traverse netd, ok-demux, worker, and then netd again, which
doesn’t give the option for any request to be temporarily starved.
OKWS with 1000 cached sessions has latencies which are just a bit
worse then those of Apache.

Label costs

3000
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2000
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1000
500

Ideally, varying the number of sessions should have no effect on
throughput or latency. However, the size of various labels in the
system will increase with the number of sessions. Figure 9 shows
the costs of various components in the system in thousands of CPU
cycles per connection as the number of cached sessions increases.
The OKWS and Network lines represent the time spent in OKWS
and netd code, respectively. The Kernel IPC line includes all time
spent in processing send and recv, which includes most of the system’s label operations; time spent in other label operations is included as well. The OKDB line represents time spent in the SQLite
database looking up usernames and passwords, and any remaining
processing time is accounted for in the Other line.
With one session in the system, most of the processing time is
in OKWS and the network stack. As the number of sessions increases, database overhead incurred by user authentication quickly
becomes significant. This may simply represent another cost of using unoptimized system components, in this case SQLite. However,
label and other kernel IPC operations also take significantly more
time as sessions increase. Since OKWS uses two handles to isolate
a user, 10,000 cached sessions implies idd and ok-dbproxy’s send
labels will contain more than 20,000 handles; netd’s receive label
will have accumulated 10,000 declassifications with respect to taint
handles; and ok-demux will hold at least 10,000 handles for open
worker sessions. Furthermore, some of these large labels must be
updated to include a capability for each new TCP connection, and
then to release that capability when the connection is passed to an
event process or closed. Around 3,000 sessions, time spent doing
IPC and label operations surpasses time spent in the network stack.
By 7,500 sessions, it equals the work being done in all of OKWS.
As expected, linear scaling factors in our label implementation lead
to linear performance degradation as labels increase in size. Further
optimization opportunities are under investigation, as is clearly required. However, we are pleased that the degradation is relatively
mild, with no obviously quadratic or exponential factors. As we
hypothesized, Asbestos labels and event processes make it practical to isolate user state even on a server storing data for thousands
of users.
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Figure 9: The average cost in Kcycles/connection of various Asbestos
components, as the number of cached sessions increases.

Asbestos also introduces a new process abstraction, event processes, which allow a server process to inhabit disjoint security
compartments without either privilege or contamination. Event processes impose less overhead on the operating system than forked
address spaces, so many thousands of them can theoretically coexist without resource strain. A prototype Web server manipulates labeled data so that even software bugs in the high-risk worker code
cannot cause one user to receive another’s private data. The system requires only 1.5 pages of memory per cached Web session
and exhibits performance comparable to Unix systems that provide
weaker isolation.
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